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IN'l'ltODUCTIOH 

This training lllUIU&l is ooe of a series prepared by a 01100 expert while 
serving as Chief Teclmical Adviser on a UNDP financed and OllDO executed 
project in the Republic of Yemen. to strengthen the Teclmica.l and Managerial 
Capacities of the Carpentry Cooper.a~ives in lluk.alla and Seiyun (project Ro_ 
stl/PDY/87/005. DOV SK/YEll/92/035). 

Tbe entire scope of the training envisaged to be given. with the 
intended audience for each topic is given in Annex I. 

Tbe syllabus. namely the topics. the duration of lectures (theory) and 
practical work and the level of competence a~tained after ce>11pletion of the 
course on this topic is given in Annex II. 

IDJLDlllG MID ROUTING 

1- Intr!!!hgtion 

llou.lding and routing are very c~ machining operations in the 
secondary wood processing industry. These operations are widely used for 
shaping parts and sub-assemblies of furniture and joinery products. These 
operations are performed on rather sillple. but universal woodworking machines. 
such as spindle llOUl.ders and high speed routers. The great versatility of the 
moulding and routing operations is achieved by using a wide range of tools and 
jigs. Tbe jigs make possible the copying of various profiles and shapes of 
workpieces having both straight and curved lines. 'Dais training aasmal 
describes t:he technical possibilities of t:he machines. t:ools and jigs. as vell 
as methods for machining furniture and joinery parts using llOUl.ders and 
routers. Vorkaanship and safety measures are eapbasized. 

This course is at.ed at training the carpenters of the Carpentry 
Cooperatives in Muka.lla and Seiyun so as to illprove their performance in the 
production of furniture and joinery. 

2. SiQ&le spiglle woul.der 

Single spindle llOUl.ders are universal voodworking machines. used for 
making grooves. rebates. rowidings. tenons and 11e>re ce>11plex profiles on the 
edges of wooden parts. 

The general view of a spindle llOUl.der is given in Fig. l hereunder. 
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l. llodJ 
z. Won tA111 .. 
J. Adj,..tAble fence 
4. Spiadle 
~- Cut.i.r 
ti. Wheel [or t.be li[t.ing and 

l~ring spindle 
1. S.!et.:r guard. 

Fig. l: Single spindle moulder 

There are various types of single spindle moulders, but basically they 
consist of the following 11ajor parts: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

A 11achine body llilde of 11achioed cast iron or pressed steel. It 
supports the motor, the vorlt table and other affiliated parts. 

A work table llilde of 11acbined cast iron. It supports the fence 
and the safety guard. 

An adjustable fence Ila.de of 11achined cast iron or rolled steel. 
It serves as a guide for moulding straight edges of workpieces. 

A spindle 11ade of aachined high grade steel. It is a cylindrical 
drive shaft to which a cutter is attached. 

A cutter made of alloy steel. 

A mechanism for lifting and loveriTig the spindle. 

A safety guard made of presserl steel which serves to protect the 
operator during work. 'nle guard is extended to a sleeve serving as a 
dust extraction outlet. A dust extraction duct should be connected to 
it. 

8. A multi-speed electric 11<>tor. 

9. A tape pin and collar 11ade of machined steel, which is used as a 
guide for circular and irregular shapes where a fence cannot be used. 

In the case of moulding a large number of identical or siailar 
workpieces, a f~ed attachment can be used (see Fig. 2). 
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Fig. 2: A roller feeder that; can be used for moulding operations. 

3. Hi&h speed router 

High s~ed routers are used for light: shaping operations on workpieces 
with curved contours, for curving, copying, shaping, internal edges, malting 
slits and sculptures. This description of t;be 11achine refers t;o the router 
model R9. produced by Sat, It:aly, which has been purchased for the Cooperative 
(Fig. 3). 

' 
Fig. 3: High-speed router - general, view 
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1be high-speed router consists of: 

A main body supporting the 'llOrk table and .Ul other pans. 
A work table. 
A two-speed electric motor. 
A spindle. 
A rotation transai.ssion belt. 
A .echanical brake, 
A .echanical pedal • 
A hand wheel for lifting and lowering the vork table. 
A revolving drum with six adjustable screws detenli.ning the depth of 
cut. 
Guide pins. 
Chucks and collets. 
A built-in electrical svitchbox and two speed switch. 
A protective shield. 
An adjustable guiding fence_ 

The main technical characteristics of this high-speed router are as 
follows: 

- Throat clearance 
- Spindle speed 
- Motor power 
- Vertical 110vement of the spindle 
- Nuaber of adjustable depth settings 
- Size of worktable 

Maxi- space between the table and the spindle 
- Vertical 110vement of the work table 
- Guide pins with five positions and six diameters 

4. ltouJ.diD& am routin& tools 

750 -
10_000/20_000 rpm 

3/4_5 kV 

100 -
6 

905x770 -
310 -
200 -

5 to 18 

Spin~n~ ~.tlding ma~hi~s can be tool~ with~ hrg,. .,..""~'" nf <Hft~rent 
cutters selected according to the tasks to be performed_ Since the workpiece 
is usually fed aanually. preference should be given to solid cutters in vhi.ch 
the chip thickness is liaited by a special shape in .;,,ront of each cutting 
edge. SOiie adjustable cutters are as strongly built as solid ones. Square 
cutter blocks should never be used in a aanually fed spindle aoulder. 

It is important to choose the right aaterial for the cutters and to 
select the right feed rate and cutting speed. Only high quality materials. 
such as high-speed steel and carbide alloys. should be used for llOU!ding 
cutters. The cutters producing very thin chips must not be used because this 
results in creation of friction rather than in reaoval of chips, and the tool 
will not last very long. On the other hand too thick chips cause splitting 
instead of cutting. 

The cutters can rotate either in the same direction as the workpiece or 
in the opposite direction. 

An important character1.itic of a cutter is the cutting edge arrangement. 
It could be parallel to the axis, especially for working on wood and plastics. 
This is frequently used on cutter blocks. ntey could also have edges inclined 
in opposite directions, for solid wood and plastic, without splitting the 
edges of the cut. Edges inclined in the sa11e direr.tion are used for working 
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on wood bainatecl vi.th plastic or veneer on one side. Edges inclined in the 
Salle direction tCNU'ds tl9e centre. are used for working with plastic on both 
sides. This --srrangement is always advisable when l.Pery clear cuts are 
required. Various arrangements of cutters are shown in Fig.. 4. 

(a) lids- parallel to tloa ad• 

---j---,~--~ 
I ~--L _ -:r.--

... .y 

(d) fdg- i11eliaed ia t.be - direc:u-. ~ tbe cent.re 

Fig. 4: Various arrange11ents of cutting edges. 

Spindle llOUl.der cutters are diverse and can be classified into the 
following groups: 

According to the way they are fixed to the spindle: cutters may 
have a socket or a shank. 

According to their construction: there are solid cutters. 
c<>11pound or integrated cutters and cutters with inserted cutting edges. 

A~cording to their direction of rotation: they can have a right 
~r left screw thread. 
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According to their technical characteristics: cutters can be 
cylindrical for straight edge 80Ulding. profiled for llalting various 
profiles. and can be staclced for producing finger joints. 

nae most common are socket type £pindle moulder cutters (see Fig. 5). 
nae most significant characteristics of these cutters are: 

- Cutter diameter 
- Diameter of bore 
- Vidth of cutter 
- Number of cutting edges 
- Ge011etry of cutting edges. 

(D) -
(d) -
(B) -
(Z) 

Fig. 5: Socket type ..,.,.}ding cutters. 

naese characteristics are show~ in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6: Basic elements of a spindle moulder cutter. 
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1be diameters of the bores (d) are standardized in the following sizes: 
16. 20. 2S. 30. JS. 40. SO IUld 60 ... 

1be most c~ cutters have bore dia8eters of 30 and 40 .. _ 1be width 
of the cutter should be chosen to fit the thickness of the vorltpiece. In the 
case of profiled cutters. the most c~ are the ones having st:•ndard 
profiles. Those vit:h special profiles must be ordered by submitting a drawing 
of the desired profile. 'ftw!y are very expensive and delivery time is very 
long. 

1be socket: type cutters have 2. l. 4, 6 or even 8 cutting edges. the 
mmber depending mainly on the cut:ter•s outer dia.et:er (D). 

1be cutting edge is dete:nli.oed by the clearance angle (a). hoolt angle 
(-,). cutting angle (0 and lateral angles (E) and (') whid. ensure that only 
the active parts of cutting edges a.ce in contact with the wood. 

Bevelled lateral sides of cutting edges for certain angles reduces their 
friction vi th wood and overheating. 'ftie . !tgle (E) is usually 4•. and angle 
(') is between 10" and 20". Figures 7 to 10 show some exa11ples of solid 
spindle moulder cutters that -y be used in the Cooperatives. 1be integrated 
cutters can be combined in sets to obtain the required forms. 1bey could be 
set vi th spacers or. in the case of adjustable cutters be adjusted to give the 
desired size of groove or tenon (see Fig. 11). 

Fig. 7: Grooving cutter without spurs. 

Fig. 8: Grooving cutter with spurs. 
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Fig. 9: Jointing cutter-block_ 

Fig_ 10: Rebating cutter-block 

-·,,,~ ' ... 
·-= .. ;-· ~ ,,.._ !. ... . !.._; 

......, .. . ... 

Fig. 11: Adjustable grooving cutter 

Generally speaking, moulder cutters can be distinguished as: grooving, 
jointing, rebating, finger jointing, corner bevelling and roWlding, panel 
raising, mitre jointing, tenoning, profiling and counter-profiling. They can 
be one piece or integrated and adjustable. A separate group of cutters are 
those vi th inserted knives or turnable blades. These are more economical, but 
require high precision instruments for setting the cutters into the cutter-
blocks. I 

The cutter block of four side planers (profilers) are si•ilar to the 
ones used for the single spindle llOUlders. Dia..eters, of these cutter blocks 
are mostly no to 180 -· When ordering cutter blocks ,one should indicate the 
direction of rotation and cutting. 
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Since llOSt of the llOU.lders operate with a high rotation speed. it is 
very i11pOrtant that the cutterhlocks are balanced. A siaple device for 
balancing cutt:erhloclts is shown in Fig_ 12. 

'........_ 

--- 3 

A 

I 
A 

Fig. 12: Device for balancing cutter-blocks. 

If the cutters are not balanced, the bearings will wear out: quickly. 
nie balance control is siaple. A cutter block is put: on an axle and rotated 
on disc-like wheels. If it stops without: swinging, t:he cutter block is 
balanced. If it swings SOiie material must be re110ved from the heavier side 
of the cutter. 

After sharpening and balancing the cutters are ready to be fixed on the 
milling shaft. Its height is roughly positioned with spacers which must rest 
with all their surfaces in contact with the cutterhead's lateral faces, 
because the fixing strength is based on the friction between the spacers and 
the cutterhead. This is achieved by tightening a 1mt (see Fig. 13). 

~= 
1. Milliag abaft. 
2. Sham 
3. Differential nut 
4. Cutter 
5. Spacer 
6. Guard 
7. lut 

Fig. 13: Setting a uoulder cutter. 
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The nut•s thread is always opposite to tbe direction of the cutter's 
rotation. 

Shank type cutters are used for high-speed routers. High-speed router 
tools (bits and cutters) are distinguished by the special oval forms suitable 
for routing operations_ They are placed and locked in concentric or eccentric 
chucks. 

The 11.ain characteristics of router bits and cutters are: 

- Cutting diameter (D), 
- Length of cutting edge (NL). 
- Total length of tool (L). 
- Chuck size, 
- Material (HSS or T.C.T.), 

Nullber of cutting edges (Z), 
- Type of shank (cylindrical or tapered). 

11iere are router cutters for concentric and for eccentric chucks. Also. 
there are cutters for drilling, carving. shaping, rounding and profiling. 

The cutter shanks can be cylindrical or Morse tapered. Universal 
profile router cutterheads with exchangeable knives can be used for jointing, 
rebating, bevelling and profiling. There are also router cutters with turn 
blade design for rebating, grooving, edge trimming, etc. Dovetail router 
cutters, quarter round router cutters and hinge boring bits are some of the 
c~nly used tools for routing operations. 

Router bits and cutters are llade of High-Speed Steel or carbide alloys. 

Some router cutters and bits are shown in Figs. 14 to 19. 

Fig. 14: Router cutter Z2 for concentric chuck. 

t?yf· 
Fig. 15: Router cutter for eccentric chuck. 

Fig. 16: Rounding router cutter. 
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Fig. 17: Dovet:ail router cutter Z2 

• 

Fig. 18: Profile router cutter. Fig. 19: Universal profile 
router cutter. 

5. Jigs used for llOU.1.di"' and routi"' operatjons. 

__,___ .. 

The spindle moulder and the high-speed router are versatile woodworking 
machines, especially when correctly designed jigs are available. Jigs are 
used in order to produce curved shapes on the edges of workpieces. The edge 
could be a straight line <1r a cOllbination of straight and curved lines. 
Se>11etimes, the edge of the workpiece to be 11achined h straight before 
llOU.lding and is to be curved during moulding. Cert:ain workpieces are roughly 
shaped, on a handsaw before llOul.ding. 'nie ~ndsawing is normally done if it 
saves material or reduces the amount of wood to be removed in the moulding 
operation. 

The guiding device. to contLol the feed 11e>ve:ment when machining with a 
jig, is the guiding collar that fits into the spindle opening in the work 
table. The collar's diameter should be the same as that of the cutting circle 
(3ee Fig. 20). 

ltsy: 
(a) roughly aewn workpiece 
(b) ooorkpiece being .. chined 
Cc) collar 
Cd) mini..., di ... ter oC cutting 

eir.,le end of collar 
(el guid1ng edge oC jig 

Fig. 20: Cross-section of a jig for moUJding two ce>11ponents. 
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If a standard collar of the proper diameter is not available. one can 
be 11.ade by turning a thick piece of plywood (see Fig. 21). 

Fig. 21: Guiding collar made of plywood. 

Some basic types of moulding jigs are shown in this manual. but only as 
examples of ideas that could be used vhen designing jigs corresponding to the 
actual furniture and joinery parts to be machined in the Cooperatives. 

Figures 22 and 23 show a jig for moulding two edges of curved rear legs 
of a solid vood chair. The jig has a solid vood panel base with stops and 
pressers also made of solid wood. Sanding paper is glued onto the base board 
to increase friction between the board and the workpieces. Fig. 22 shows the 
moulding of one side and Fig. 23 of the other side of the legs. 

Fig. 22: Spindle moulding of 
side 1. 

Fig. 23: Spindle moulding of 
side 2. 

The jig illustrated in Fig. 24 is designed for rounding curved parts, 
including taperir.g towards the ends. The pressure pads of the jig work with 
screw clamps and a special nail like end-holder. 
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Fig. 24: Jig for rounding curved parts. 

The jig shown in Fig. 25. is designed for 11achining the periphery of a 
solid wood panel into a chair seat. The jig is a wooden fr~.me with sharp 
steel pins to secure the workpiece on top of the jig. The guiding collar 
controls the 11achining. 

Fig. 25: Jig for spindle moulding of entire periphery of a workpiece. 

A jig for spindle llOUlding the periphery of curved parts is shown in 
Fig. 26. 

Fig. 26: Jig for edge moulding of curved parts. 
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Fig. 27 shows an adjustable jig for Hai.ting the length of a groove. 
It is 11&e of vood and its 80Yement on the vorlctable is liai.ted by two vertical 
end stoppers and a guiding edge. n.e vorlcpiece is held between two adjustable 
stoppers. 11le liaited 80veaent of the vorlcpiece lengthwise aakes it possible 
to obtain grooves vith both ends closed. 

Fig. 27: Adjustable grooving Jl.g, turned on side, 
and finished workpiece. 

Various jigs are also used in order to utilize the numerou.~ machining 
possibilities that can be offered by routing vith high-speed routers. In many 
cases. the router can be used alternatively vith a spindle aoulder for 
profiling straight: edges. grooving. rebating etc. However. the aost 
specialized function of the high-speed router is the routing of coaplicated 
and often small details consisting of curved shapes, holes. slots, openings 
etc. Factories producing products vith decorative details are frequent users 
of routers and routing jigs. The vorlcing of the routing jig is controlled by 
two devices on the machine: a foraer pin protruding from the centre of the 
machine's table and the revolver located in the upper part of the machine's 
body. The function of the foraer pin is the same as that of the guiding 
collar in a spindle aoulder. The working height of the pin is adjustable in 
steps of 5 .. (see Fig. 28). 

Key: 
(a) workpiece 
(b) jig bese 
(c) !or.er pin 
(d) lever for pin 

adjuat.ent. 

Fig. 28: Function of former pin in steps. 

The step adjust11ent is necessary in case the saae jig must control 
routing at different depths. The revolver controls the actual cutting depth 
of the routing tool. The heights of the stopper bo1ts are adjustable. 
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To facilitate the design of the jig. the cutting circle of the routing 
tool and the for.er pin should have the same diameter. If that is not the 
case. the difference must be taken into account. when constructing the jig and 
dimensioning the guiding contours. 1be cross-section of a simple routing jig 
is shown in Fig. 29. 

~: 

Ca) Cuit.t.erbead •ith tool 
(b) -rkpiece 
(c) guard 
(d) handle 
Ce) base of jig 
Cf) pl,_.,.i sheet. with guiding cont.our 

on the bot.t.cm of the jig hue 
(gJ fo~r pin 
(b) pressure p..t 

Fig. 29: Cross-section of a simple routing jig. 

1be workpiece is secured on top of the jig with a steel pressure pad and 
a caa. Various types of pressure pads are shown in Fig. 30. Screw clamps 
(see Fig. 31). or lever clamps (shown in Fig. 32) are used to fix the 
workpiece to the jig . 

Fig. 30: Steel pressure pads for routing jigs. 

Fig. 31: Screw clamps for holding workpieces on routing Jigs. 
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Fig. 32.: Lever clamps for fixing workpieces on machines or on jigs. 

The fixing 11ethod depends to a large extent on the shape and size of the 
workpiece. Small COllpOnents are s011eti11es problematic with regard to fixing 
because of the limited space available for that purpose. 

Fig. 33 shows a routing jig for a coaplicated workpiece with holes at: 
different routing depths. A jig for decorathe grooving of solid wood panels 
is shown in Fig. 34. 11te jig consists of a rectangular plywood base with a 
straight wooden guide on each side. The base is claaped on a router table. 
The work piece is fed around the inside faces of the guides by keeping it 
constantly in contact with one of the four guides. 

~: 

(a) complicat.ed 01Crkpiace •it.h bolas 
having different depths. 

(b) jig in operation. 
(c) jig bott.all with l:.llO·st.<tp guiding 

contours 

Fig. 33: A tvo-s~ep routing jig for a coaplicated workpiece. 
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(b) routing almost finished. 

Fig. 34: Jig for decorative grooving. 

The saae jig construction can be used to cut a rectangular opening. vi.th 
rounded corners. into a rectangular p;anel. 

In that case, the bottom of the router tool must be below the surface 
of the jig base to be able to cut out ca11pletely a piece of the p3nel. 

6. ttouldin& operations 

The •ost common 110ulding operations in furniture and joinery production 
are: grooving, rebating. rounding, tenoning and making various profiles. 
Moulding operations can be carried out with or without jigs. with manual 
feeding or with the use of a mechanical feeding attachment. Jigs and the 
feeding attachment may considerably increase the capacity. improve quality and 
diminish the risk of accidents. 

A workpiece is 11<>ved against rotary tools which produce the desired 
profiles on straight or curved edges of the parts or subassembly units. All 
the 110ulding operations can be grouped as follows: 

Moulding of straight line edges, using a fence as a guide, 
Moulding of curved edges. using jigs and guiding collars, 
Moulding using templates. 

Straight line moulding is usually done on a single spindle 11<>ulder with 
a vertical spindle. This can be done on the whole length or on part of the 
length of the workpiece. It is always done using a guiding fence. The 
workpiece is pressed against the worktable and the fence. Moulding is done 
without diminishing the width of the workpiece. Therefore, the workpiece must 
be planed and dimensioned before aoulding. 

' If moulding of the full workpiece length ~s to be done, a pressing 
attachment with springs can be used. In the case, of 110ulding the saae kind 
of workpieces in a large quantity, a feeding atta~hllent can be used. 

When 11aulding only a part of the vorkpiec~ length, the workpiece is 
brought against one side stop, pressed on the rotary tool and moved to the 
stop on the opposite side (see Fig. 3~). ' 
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Fig, 35: Moulding a part of the workpiece length. 

The distance of the stops fr011 the centre of the tool must be: 

for the first stop: 11 - 1 + Ii. 
for the second stop: 1, - 1 + 12 • 

The total distance between the stops is: 

!. - 11 + 1, - 1 + 11 + 1 + 1 2 - 2xl + 1. + 1. 

Moulding curved line edges is done using jigs and guiding collars. The 
jig with a workpiece on it is brought against the guiding collar and moved so 
that the rotary tool can produce a profile on the curved edge. The width of 
the workpiece is deterained by the diameter of the guiding collar and the 
distance of the stop on the jig (see Fig. 36). 

Fig. 36: Moulding using a guiding collar. 

Dk Do 
B= (A+-) --

2 2 

B - width of the workpiece after processing 
A ~ distance between the stop and the guiding edge of the jig 
O..- di.ameter of the guiding ~ollar 
D0 - diameter of cutter 
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Ir. case of tvo-side moulding (moulding both longUudinal edges) a tvo
side iig should be used. Such a jig has a left and a right: side: the left: 
side is to fix the workpiece before moulding. and t:he right: side for fixing 
the workpiece for moulding its second edge. 

Moulding using teaplat:es can be done either vit:h a single spindle 
moulder. a double spindle shaping machint?, or vit:h a high-speed router. 
Various templates can be used. A template has the saae shape on its edge as 
the required shape of a part to be produced. This edge is pressed againsc the 
guide collar or the guide pin so that the cutter makes the saae shape on the 
workpiece. 

A single spindle moulder is a rat:her simple machine and therefore it: is 
easy to set up the machine and moulding tools. 

Tt.are are t:hree basic cases of moulding and each requires its own way 
of setting the machine. 

1. A straight vorlcpi«:e edge is aoulded using the Eence: 

2. 

The proper cutter should be selected. It should be locked on t:he 
spindle using distance rings and the locking rmt. Only balanced and 
properly sharpened tools should be used. A collar may be placed above, 
below or both above and below the cutter. 

The cutter or the table should be adjusted to t:he desired height: and 
fixed. 

The fence should be adjusted so that the cut has the desired depth and 
the fence should then be locked in the position. 

A trial run shCJUld be made and the processing of an auxiliary piece 
tried out. The motor should rotate opposite to the direction of 
feeding and the cut must be smooth. 

Noulding curved workpieces using a collar and pin: 

The proper cutter with the corresponding collar 
selected. The cutter should be locked on the spindle. 
the collar determines the depth of cut. 

size should be 
The diameter of 

';he spindle or the table should be adjusted until the cutter is at the 
desired height. 

If the cutter is set to turn in a cloclcvise direction. the pin should 
be on the right hand side, i.e. it should be always on the infeed side 
of the table. 

The meter should be checked to see whether it turns opposite to the 
feeding direction. 

A piece of wood of the same thickness as the workpiece should be taken 
and placed against the pin. It should be fed gradually against the 
cutter until it comes in contact with the collar. 
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1be cut should be checked and. if it is satisfactory. the moulder is 
set for vorlt. 

3. lfoulding using templates: 

This method is very si•ilar to the one using the collar ard pin. 1be 
difference is that the template is run against the collar instead of 
the workpiece. 

A template. which is either slightly saaller or slightly larger than a 
vorltpiece should be prepared. but it should have the same shape of 
outline. 1be size is determined by the size of collar. size of cutter 
and the required depth of cut. 

The workpiece should he placed on the template so that the overhang is 
the same all around ard it should be fixed by means of clamps or bolts 
ard wing IRltS. 

The same procedure as described for moulding vith the collar ard pin 
method should be followed. 

When processing heavy vorltpieces. the support vi th a ball bearing should 
be attached on the top of the spindle to prevent the spindle from being pushed 
back. 

Also, a universal guard with sleeve for connection to the dust exhaust 
duct must be correctly placed and tightened. 

In order to increase the productivity of the spindle moulder, especially 
when workpieces are flat and with straight edges. it is possible to design a 
jig to acc0lm90date several workpieces in a stack. 

When the machine has been properly set up ard checked by processing a 
trial piece, it is ready for contitalOUS vork. 

When feeding the workpiece it should be ensured that it is in contact 
with the collar during the entire cutting length. The feeding should be 
continuous. 

The hands shouJ d be kept vell avay fro• the cutters. When moulding 
solid vood pieces. the grain structure should be watched and, if it is 
irregular, the feeding speed should be reduced. 

The s1100tbness of the llOUl.ded surface should be controlled and as soon 
as it is not smooth enough, the cutter should be replaced with a sharp one. 

The regularity of profiles and the accuracy of the sizes should be 
checked and, if necessary, corrected. 

7. RoutirJ& operations 

Straight line routing operations can be done vi thout jigs, using a fence 
positioned on the work table. These operations are si•ilar to straight line 
moulding. Rectangular workpieces with straight edges can be processed this 
way. 
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The pedal should be pressed to bring the working head to its vorlting 
position. The routers in the Cooperatives are equipped with a double pedal 
type. 'nie upper (red) pedal lovers the working head without locking it, and. 
vhen the pressure is released the head will return to its initial high 
position. The lover (green) pedal has a toothed slider and when it is 
pressed, the head will stay at the required position. To release the pedal 
allowing the head to lift up again, it is necessary to press the upper pedal. 
The pedals should be used only when the machine is running. 

If the grooves or rebates are wider than the diameter of cutters. the 
machining should be carried out in two steps. 

In many cases. the router can be used instead of a spindle moulder for 
profiling straight edges, grooving, rebating etc, but the most specialized 
function of this 11achine is the routing of complicated and often 511811 details 
having curved shapes. slots. holes, openings, etc. 

The furniture factories that produce solid wood furniture with 
decorative details are among the most frequent users of routers and their 
technicians must be able to design and construct various jigs. required for 
a numerous and complicated range of machining possibilities. (The design and 
use of jigs in furnit:ure manufacturing is the subject of a separate 11anual.) 

Routing using jigs is controlled by two devices on the 11achine: the pin 
protruding from the working table centre and the revolver located in the upper 
part of the 11achine. The working height of the pin is adjustable in steps 
with height differences of 5 -- n.e step adjustment is necessary when the 
same jig is used for routing at different depths. The revolver controls the 
actual depth of routing. 

1. 

To set up the 11achine. it is necessary to follow the following steps: 

Lifting or lowering the vorlc table: 

By means of the lever. the table support should be released, but not 
ca11pletely. 
The knob on the hand wheel should be loosened. 
The hand wheel should be rotated and the table set to the required 
position. 
The lever should then be locked. 

2. Adjusting the spindle descent scrett: 

The counternut should be loosened. 
The screw should be adjusted. 
The counternut should be tightened. 

3. O~rating the scrt!tls of the revolver: 

4. 

\lhen it is necessary to rout at two or 90re depths on the same 
workpiece, up to six different positions can be memorized. If not all 
positions are needed for one workpiece, the remaining positions can be 
used for processing other workpieces. 

In the case of straight routing, the fence should be set and adjusted 
in accordance with cuttine requirements. 
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~,_ In the case 0£ routing vith a Jig, a guide pin should be selected and 
set and then tightened at the required height. 

6. To set the tool vith the concentric chuck: 

The pin should be inserted in the bole of the aacbine's bead. 
The chuck should be removed and the collet inserted. 
The chuck should be sli8htly screwed on the spindle. 
The tool shank should be inserted in the housing. 
'nte chuck should be tightened using a wrench. 
'nte pin should then be removed. 

7. To balance the eccentric chuclc: 

The cutter and collet should be mounted in the chuck with the cutting 
edge between the tvo lines aarlted on the chuck face. The angle formed 
by the cutting edge with the line aarlted •o• on the chuck, gives the 
dimensions of the bole in compliance with the eccentricity of the chuck 
and the diameter of the cutter. To obtain the required cutting 
diameter, it is necessary to consult the table given in the producer's 
instructions (see Fig. 37 and Table 1). 

Fig. 37: Eccentric chuck for rouler. 
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TABLE 1: &IAilc:1i.; OF Ea:Dnuc Qux. 

•umb•r of 
chuck 

Adjust.· 
.... t.uigl• 

Di-t.er 
of drill 

3.5 

3 

0.5 

8 

6.5 

3 3.5 

1.5 1.5 

45• 

8.5 9 

7 7 

23 

4 

1.5 

45• 

9.5 

8 

5.5 6 7 7_5 

4.5 5.5 6 

1-5 1.5 2 2 2 

45• 

10 10.5 11 11.5 u 

8 8 8.5 9 9.5 

--------------------------------------------------------------· 
•tab•r of 2 2 2.5 2 2.5 3 3 3 3 
chuck -----------------------------------------------------------------· 
Adjust.- 4 r 46" 42" 46" 42" 39" 40" 38" 40" 
.... t.uigl• 

chuck 

Andjust.
ment. m.gl• 

12.5 

10 

3 

Jr 

17 

13 

10.5 

1 

40" 

17.5 

13.5 

11 11 

3 4 

JS-

18 18.5 

14.5 15 15.5 16 16.5 

11 u 12 13 13 

4 

4r J4" 4r J3• 

19 19.5 20 20.5 21 

------------------------· ----------------------------------------------
o: ... ur lJ 14 14 15 15 !5 15 16 16 
of drill ------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
•taber of 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 
chuck -------------------------------------------------------------------------
Adjust
ment. m.gl• 

43• 5J" 52" 42" 48" 40• 39" 

8. Organization of the Vorlting area 

The purpose of organizing the 11ork area is to enable productive and safe 
production. It depends on characteristics of pieces to be processed, size of 
batches and specific conditions. 

Since 110ulding and routing operations require numerous jigs and gauges 
they should be positioned on the left hand side of the operator. The material 
to be processed and the uchined parts should be placed on the right hand side 
of the operator, both pallets next to each other, so that when the operator 
stacks a completed part on the pallet the next part to be machined can be 
taken without any additional 11<>ve11ent (see Fig. 38). 
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(a) 

Fig. 38: Organization of vork area. 

• 
( b) 

If the router is not connected to the dust exhaust ducts, a container 
for chips and other waste should be provided next to the machine. Also a 
small cabinet for tools and working documentation should be placed close to 
the machine. Some free space should be available for pallets with parts to 
be processed, as well as 11achined ones. 

9. Safety weasures 

Spindle llOUl.ders and routers are the most dangerous machines used for 
the manufacture of furniture. The most common accidents on these machines are 
injuries of the stomach caused by a kick-back of workpieces and loss of one's 
fingers. 

The 11achines are equipped with a general purpose guard which is suitable 
for almost all uses of the spindle llOUl.ders and high-speed routers. The 
disadvantage of this guard is that it requires separate adjustment for each 
working operation . 

Spindle moulder 

The mechani<-al feed attachment on a spindle moulder is the most 
efficient protective device, as is the case for many other woodworking 
machines. 

The careful setting up of the machine is essential for its safe 
operation. The following rules should be respected: 

The tools selectec must be compatible with the feed method used. 

The tool should be checke~ to ensure that it is properly sharpened, not 
daaaged, and tightly attached to the spindle. 

Unbalanced tools must be avoided. 

The rotation speed should be set to suit the tool and the workpiece. 
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The cutting height and depth should be set to suit the size of the 
workpiece. 

The fence and protective cover should be placed and tightened. to suit 
the work to be done. 

When llOUlding narrow workpieces. the appropriate comb and pusher block 
should be used. 

When a cla11ping Jig is used, the operator's hand should be placed well 
away from the cutting area. 

Router 

The operator should place the protective cover in the correct position 
and iover it close to the workpiece. 

The operator should feed the workpiece or the jig against the guide or 
copying pin which should be set to correspond to the teaplate 
thickness. 

The workpiece or the te11plate llUSt be held firmly, keeping the hands 
clear of the cutting area. 

After the aachine is switched on, the router tool should be lowered to 
the cutting position before the feeding starts. 

The right rotation of the spindle 11USt be selected in accordance with 
the dia.11eter of the tools and aaterial to be cut. 

The feeding speed must be adjusted to the capacity of the cutting. 

The work area 11USt be kept clean of unnecessary objects. 
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ANNEX I 

TRAINING PR.OGRAllME FOR FllUUTtllE AND JOINERY PRODUCTION 

This training programme is designed t:o achieve t:he objectives and 
outputs of t:he project: ent:it:led •st:rengt:hening t:he Tectmical and Managerial 
Capacities of the Carpentry Cooperatives in Mukalla and Seiyun• (project: No. 
SM/PDY/87 /005). 

Aft:er visiting all the production unit:s of t:hese Cooperatives, (t:he 
three unit:s of the Coastal Strip Carpentry Cooperative and t:he four units of 
the Carpentry Cooperative, Seiyun). and aft:er studying t:he present: state of 
t:heir production, it: has been concluded t:hat: a thorough training of operators 
and managerial staff is a prerequisite for all improvement:. Due t:o this 
conclusion, t:he training programme prepared and propo~ed hereunder is more 
coaprehensive, and t:he training act:ivit:ies are more m.merous than originally 
platmed in t:he project: clocument. It has been designed to meet the specific 
requirements of t:he cooperatives which are on the point: of transiting froa 
handicraft: to industrial production. The topics for the training courses 
selected are: 

eotasE TITLE OF mllSE DISIQtlD FOR: ...... 
1. Product.ion ayai.- and t.ypea of MmMlg-t. at.aft of the Cooperatives 

product.ion in the wood processing imd t.haiP product.ion unit.a. 
industry. 

2. Furniture product.a, claaaificat.ion, Procluct.ion Depart.ant. at.aft 
st.andarda, design and c:onat.ruct.ion 

3. Joinery product.a, cl .. aificat.ion, Product.ion Dapert..ut. at.aft 
at.andarda, design imd c:onst.ruct.ion 

4. Product. develop19nt. in t.ha secondary St.aft of the product.ion and sales 
wood processing industry depart.ant.a. 

5. Organizat.ion and planning of Product.ion planning at.aft. 
product.ion • 

6. Work allocat.ion and cont.rol of Product.ion planning at.aft. 
product.ion supervisors and for-. 

7. Planning, coat. account.in&. pricing, Account.ant.s, aale ... n and at.aff of 
cost. cont.rol and opt.i•izat.ion of a t.he product.ion departaient.. 
product. line. 

8. Invent.ory cont.rol and purchasing Purchasing unit.'• st.aff and st.aff of 
tAchniques. t.he product.ion departaient. concerned 

wit.h .. i..rial planning. 

9. Basic el_,,t.s of .. rket.ing Manag ... nt, asles and production 
department. st.aff. 

10 . Modern lndust.rial product.Ion M.>nagerial st.arr. 
.... ag-t 

11. Information and docw.ent.at1on Man;,gerial staff. t.op and middle 
ayst.ama In t.he secondary wood .. nag..ant ~f t.h• cooperat.ives. 
processing induat.ry. 

12. Plant byout Staff of t.he product.ion .S.partaient. 
and production supervisors. 
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ODUISE TITLI OF aatSI DltSIQID ..,._: -IJ_ Wood. afCiliat.ed prodact.s aad other 1ha t.eclmical clepar'-t."s staff. 
-t.arials used ia t.ha producti- o{ superYisors. {or- aad operators_ 
{urait.ura aad joi-ry 

14_ Wood -.-lag aad prwparat.i- 'Iha t.edlnical ~t· s st.au aad 
P90Pl• -dliQg ia the t.tmer yard_ 

l'.i- Crosscott.iag aad t.r~ag of Operators o{ crosseutt.iag aad 

-~ rippiag macbi-s. and {o..- ia the 
...ct cutt.iag ar- -

llj_ P-1 siziag_ Operators of ..-1 siziag -"'-s 
and their for __ 

17_ v-riag aad lmaiaat.iag surfaces Operators l.aiaatiag sar!-=- and 
and eda- o{ ...ct based .,_ls_ edges o{ panel {a<:ait.are c1 I ••11t.s. 

18_ Sudeca pl-iag aad thi-iag of Operators o{ aarfaca 
campanaat.s pl-rs/ joi.at.ars and thic:k-..s 

aad their ro..-_ 

19_ T-iag. mort.isiag and drilliag Operators of "-iag. mort.isi11& aad 
drillill& -.chi_. and their fo.--. 

20_ MDuldi11g and r-t.iag Operators of -ldiag aad .--t.111& 
-in- and their for __ 

21. Saadillg aad surface fiaisbi11&- Operators o{ saadiag aad mart.ca 
fiaisbias ...,bt-s and their 
for-. 

22. Praaa&elllbliQ&. usemblillS aad AslHllblers. pac:kqars aad their 
pac:kqiag. for--

23. Managing of quality aad quality MmM&erial staff at. all lewals, 
c-t.rol {o.-- aad quaU t.y c:cmt.rollers-

24_ Ji&•. tAllplat.as and fisturas ia t.ba Product.i- clepar'-t. • s staff. 
secondary ..m procassias iadust.ry. 

25. Tool sharpening, -iat-.nc• and Tool sbarpaaars aad par- ia 
-aastas. char&• of ordarillS tools. 

26. lnt.araal t.r-.port., receiving aad Par- -dlias ia st.oras• and 
st.orqe of -t.arials and sbippiQ& of iat.arnal t.r-.port. -rvicas. 
products. 

27. Maia~• of aquiJ98Dt. Maia~• par-1. 

za. Safety -•s;.iras in the secondary For-..n and supervisors in 
-aod processing industries. -rllshops. 

29. Mot.iv~t.i- of -.ployeas tfana&arhl staff at. all lava ls. 

30. Innovation and davalopitent. Manqarial and product.ion clepart8ent. 
t.achniquas and Mt.hods. staff. 

PURPOSE AND METHOD OF TRAINING 

Training of e11J>loyees is an integral part of production in modern 
industrial enterprises. Technical and technological developments offer nev 
technical means and nev production methods vhich 11ake huaan vork easier, safer 
and more productive. To be able to utilize such advancement, people working 
in industry have to learn and to train in order to achieve nev lcnovledge and 
skills necessary for handling llOdem equipment and processes. 
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In developing countries. such training has decisive importance for the 
better utilization of new production teclmiques and for mastering new 
teclmological processes. To avoid unnecessary Iii.stakes and gain indispensable 
skills. training courses are the most suitable way. because, in a short time, 
people can learn the best way of perfor11ing their duties in production. 

the output of these training courses should be knowledge acquired by 
workers who vill increase their abilities for effective production. To 
achieve this, the training 11ethod will rest on three stops as follows: 

I . i.he lecturer vill explain a new method_ 
2. The lecturer vill demonstrate the new 11ethod. 
3. 'nte trainee vill perfona the new 11ethod under the lecturer's 

supervision. 

Short marmals written in a simple language, understandable to the 
workers. vill be prepared by lecturers for each course, translated into Arabic 
and distributed to the trainees. All graphs, tables and fol'lllllas vill be 
adjusted to the level understandable to the people to be trained. 

theoretical teaching will be conducted in a classroom and its dnration 
vill be adapted to the •iniam of theory which has to be known for a certain 
job. This part of the training vill be performed by the CTA, other experts 
in the project and by United Rations Vol\Dlteers assigned to the project. 

The practical part of the training will be organized at the work areas 
of the respective production operations. This part of the training will be 
carried out jointly by the experts and the ON Volunteers. the working area 
must be organized in a proper way, including the prepared production 
doeu8ents, tools. jigs, gauges, protective devices, pallets, materials and 
everything that is necessary for safe, productive and good quality vork. The 
lectures should explain and show hov to check a machine, tools, jigs, and in 
the case of vrong adjustment, how to correct them and how to prepare correctly 
all that is needed for the production operation. 

The lecturer vill show the correct vay of perf orlri.ng the operation and 
supervise the performance of the trainees 1mtil he concludes that their vork 
is fully acceptable and that the quality of the products is satisfactory. The 
counterparts vith higher skills and experience will also be engaged to train 
less qualified labourers and to supervise their practical work. 

Most of the training courses conducted for the Coastal Strip Carpentry 
Cooperative will be repeated for the Carpentry Cooperative in Seiyun, while 
in some cases the trainees from Seiyun will be invited to come to Mukalla. 
Persons fr011 the production units outside of Mukalla and Seiyun will be 
travelling to these two places. SOiie of the practical training could and 
should be carried out in the satellite units by he UN volunteers. 

SELECTION OF TRAINEES 

Trainees will be selected by the counterpart, according to their jobs 
and to the topics of the training programme. Besides workers vho will 
directly perfon particular production operations, all other people concerned 
with certain aspects of the production, such as: foremen, supervisors. 
11anagement staff, .. intenance personnel. etc:. can be included in the training. 
The list of trainee~ is ~n integral part of the training programme and it 
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deterai.nes the -...her of copies of the training manuals to be prepared and 
distributed for each course. 

TIKINC OF TRAillINC OOOlSES 

the training courses will be prepared and conducted 110stly during the 
experts• aissions. and those to be conducted by the volunteers will be 
scheduled in between those aissioos. the priority sbauld be given to the 
courses which are a prerequisite for the better understanding of other topics. 

the timetable of all c~ses is a part of this progr~. though the 
exact schedule can be changed depending on the tiaing of the future aissions 
by the experts. 

Solle of the courses are intentionally foreseen for the last aission. 
hoping that by that time the workshops vill be the aissing equipment. which 
is indispensable for a proper training of the operators. 

SYLLABI OF <XXilSES 

This progr.-e contains syllabi of all courses planned to be conducted 
during the project execution. the courses are broken clown into topics. and. 
for each topic. the training duration. both theoretical and practical. and the 
level of competence to be reached are given. 

the selection of topics and the required level of competence is aimed 
to reach a lli.nimm knowledge needed for successful manufacturing of furniture 
and joinery products in a medhm- scale factory. 

Each course bas its OUllber and topics are subdivided into a decimal 
classification following the DUllbers of the courses. 

Once all the training courses are ca11pleted the training material can 
be compiled into a printed handbook to be used throughout the country . 
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AllllEX II 

SYUABUS OF THE COQlSE OR llOULI>INC AllD ROUI'INC 
(Course No. 20 of Annex I) 

This course is foreseen for operators of moulding and routing .achines 
and their foremen. 

r .lSmG TIME 
(baoars) 

STAG£ 'IOPICS I.PEL W' ClHEl&a:E 10 IE 
'1llB>- Nae- ltEllCllF.D 

n na 

20-1 Int.raduct.icm D." -- IJDderst.andiag t.be purpose Of 

the ~--
20·2 Si11&le spindle -lder. D.50 1 leiag ml• t.o operat.e a 

siagl• spindle -lder. 

20-3 Bish-speed ~r pl-. 0.50 -- leiac ml• t.o operat.e a bi&b-
speed rout.er. 

20-4 Moaldi11& mid rout.ing t.ools. 1 1 lleiag ml• t.o select. mid nt. 
appnpriat.e -1.ding mid 
routing t.ools. 

20-5 .Jip used for -ldtag mid 1 1 '-ias moat. t.be •art-. 
rout.tag. jigs ased for -ldiag mid 

raut.ias operat.ioas. 

20-6 Moulding operat.ioas - l leiag able t.o perfo-
correc:t.lJ -1cli11g 
operat.ioas . 

Z0-7 lloat.i .. operat.ioas. 0.5 -- .. iac ml• t.o per(om 
correc:t.lJ rout.ill& operations. 

20·8 Saf•t.J -asures. 0.50 D.50 lei11& ml• t.o applJ saCet.J 
-a-res ta -ldias mid 
rout.tog operat.ioas. 

Z0-9 Ora-iaat.ioa of -rk1ac 0.25 0.25 lei11g able t.o oraantae the 

areas. -rk ing areas for safe mid 
ccafort.able "'1rk. 

TOTAL 4.5 4.75 
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